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Executive Summary
The Upper Downtown is at an exciting inflection point. 
With nearly 19.5 million square feet of office floor area 
today, and a majority of that constructed in the 1970s 
and 1980s, it has long been viewed as the established 
core of the downtown office market and the major 
employment and government (local and state) center 
for the region. Upper Downtown is also home to the 
Colorado Convention Center, the largest concentration 
of hotels and hotel rooms in the entire region, and a 
large number of restaurants and retail to support the 
millions of visitors that come to stay and play in the area 
each year. The location of Upper Downtown is within a 
mile of many of the densest residential neighborhoods 
in the region. 

Even the strongest of downtown districts must 
continue to evolve and position themselves for 
continued success. Increasing competition associated 
with the high performance of emerging downtown 
districts is making the need to reinvest in the 
Upper Downtown more urgent. Upper Downtown is 
anticipated to capture at least one-fifth of all downtown 
employment growth in the next 20 years. Numerous 
investment opportunities exist from reinvestment in 
existing holdings, acquisition of buildings ready for 
repositioning, and development of underutilized parcels 
and even blocks. A robust mulitmodal system in the 
district includes protected bikeways, bus and rail transit, 
and wide sidewalks. This system is being reconfigured 
to give more space to people at the ground level and 
to increase the flow of people through better access to 
transit and new mobility infrastructure.

There is no better time than now to invest in Upper 
Downtown. This plan for the Upper Downtown sets 
the benchmark for new trends in the district. Trends 
that build on the employment capacity of the district 
with new supportive services and employee amenities. 
Trends that amplify the cultural distinctiveness of a 
skyline-district in the midst of a Colorado playground. 
Trends that open the district to everyone, extending 
the attractiveness beyond business hours and 
neighborhood boundaries.  
Upper Downtown is on the rise.
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Vision 
The Upper Downtown is the thriving economic center 
of the Rocky Mountain West. Employees, residents 
and visitors come for the vibrant concentration of 
iconic architecture, jobs and retail and they stay for 
the elevated experiences and one of a kind views, 
restaurants, and nightlife. Colorado authenticity 
and Denver’s most urban environment are fused 
together with a comfortable, walkable and memorable 
experience that cultivates exploration, collaboration 
and innovation. 

The vision is supported by three pillars:
 » Cosmopolitan Denver

Upper Downtown is anchored by the traditional Central 
Business District and continues to be home to the 
largest concentration of jobs in the entire region. High 
rise office buildings, grand lobbies and well-appointed 
plazas will set the stage for business lunches, high end 
cocktails or a night on the town.

 » Colorado Outdoors
The Colorado Outdoors is a primary attraction for 
newcomers and unique piece of our culture and 
heritage. This will be reflected through interiors and 
exteriors of buildings, as well as in parks, plazas and 
streetscapes. Upper Downtown will showcase the best 
Colorado has to offer.

 » Extend the Day and Week
A critical component of the vision for Upper Downtown 
is to extend the day and week. Upper Downtown will be 
more vibrant and active after hours and on weekends. 
A diverse mix of uses and programming will help retain 
and attract employees, residents and visitors in Upper 
Downtown.

The transformation of Upper Downtown and the 
realization of the vision for the area will require growth 
in the number and quality of restaurants, shops 
and other ground floor uses. This expansion of the 
experiential environment in Upper Downtown will be 
driven by tremendous growth in employment and 
housing in and adjacent to the district. 
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Big Moves 
In order to capture this potential and position Upper 
Downtown for continued success, it will take a 
coordinated and concerted effort by public, private 
and non-profit partners. This Plan recommends 
five Big Moves intended to leverage existing assets, 
overcome challenges and align the time and money 
that will be invested by a diverse array of investors and 
stakeholders. 

1. MAKE A “THERE” THERE 
Upper Downtown can benefit from a stronger identity 
and sense of place. Making a “there” there will include 
a wide array of improvements to bolster placemaking, 
brand and identity. This Big Move is about creating a 
distinctive and memorable experience for employees, 
residents and visitors. Aesthetic design interventions 
will be targeted toward weaving an eclectic mix of 
architecture, ground floor uses, upper story tenants and 
people traveling to and through Upper Downtown into 
a cohesive place and identity.

Priority Projects
 » Create and Enhance Signature Streets 

 » Celebrate Colorado Outdoors in Central Gathering 
Spaces

 » Attract/Grow Local Brewery, Urban Winery and/or 
Craft Distillery 

 » Programs and Events

Supporting Strategies
 » Branding

 » Alley Activation

 » Art & Lighting

2. TRANSFORM THE PEDESTRIAN EXPERIENCE
Many things contribute to the pedestrian experience, 
including aspects of the public and private realms. With few 
exceptions, streets in Upper Downtown currently prioritize 
vehicles over other modes of transportation. In addition, the 
majority of Upper Downtown’s structures were constructed 
between 1970 and 1990, a time when the ground floor 
experience took a back seat to corporate identity and 
augmenting the skyline. Revitalization of Upper Downtown 
requires a total transformation of the pedestrian experience.

Priority Projects
 » Major Streets Redesign

 » Retrofit Ground Floor of Parking Garages

 » Implement Artist Themed Transit Stops/Mobility Hubs

 » Parking Strategy

Supporting Strategies
 » 1-Way to 2-Way Conversions

 » Signage and Wayfinding

 » High-Quality Mixed Use Development

 » Updated Regulatory Tools

Create and Enhance Signature Streets

Celebrate Colorado Outdoors in Central Gathering Spaces
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3. TAME THE CONCRETE JUNGLE
While the pedestrian experience will be enhanced with 
a combination of improvements that will contribute 
to the tree canopy of Upper Downtown, an overall 
greening of an urban environment that is notably harsh 
today deserves its own Big Move. A combination of 
temporary and permanent improvements can tame the 
concrete jungle that currently defines Upper Downtown. 
Truly greening the area will take a concerted and 
collaborative effort from public and private interests.

Priority Projects
 » Urban Forest Initiative

 » ‘The 5280’ Design and Implementation 

 » Parklets

Supporting Strategies
 » Privately Owned Public Open Spaces (POPOS)

 » Green Walls

4. REPOSITION TOWERS
As stated previously, the majority of buildings in Upper 
Downtown are single use office towers constructed 
between 1970 and 1990. Once the most sought-after 
office space in the entire region, new construction and 
more popular districts have begun to threaten Upper 
Downtown’s position in the market. It is critical that the 
towers of Upper Downtown continue to be repositioned 
through a variety of strategies that leverage the many 
assets that made the towers successful in the first 
place.

Priority Projects
 » Mile High Experiences

 » Office Tower Updates

 » Ground Floor Retrofits 

Supporting Strategies
 » Ground Floor Leasing Strategies

5. BREAK THROUGH BARRIERS
In order for Upper Downtown to be truly successful, 
the area must fully tap into the surrounding market of 
residents, employees and visitors in Capitol Hill, Uptown, 
Arapahoe Square, Five Points, Civic Center, the Golden 
Triangle, Auraria and the rest of Downtown. A Big 
Move for Upper Downtown will include priority projects 
and supporting strategies that make much stronger 
connections to these adjacent areas and break through 
the many barriers that exist today.

Priority Projects
 » Construct Broadway and Lincoln Crossings

 » Signature Bike Connection

 » Adjacent Neighborhood and District Connections

Supporting Strategies
 » Leverage Transit Stations

 » Create Mobility Hubs

Retrofit Ground Floor of Parking Garages

Parklets
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